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Topics to Cover
• Explanation and Comparison of Different Entity Types

– C corporations
– S corporations
– Partnerships
– Sole proprietorships/disregarded entities
– Where LLCs fit into all of this

• Purchase and Sale Transactions – businesses, real
estate, etc.
– Stock v. asset deals
– NJ bulk sale rules

• Focus on U.S. federal income taxes, as modified by tax
reform
– Exception: New Jersey bulk sale rules
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The Base Case: Sole Proprietorship

• No entity

• Individual owner reports income and losses on
Schedule C of IRS Form 1040
– Business is not taxed separately from the owner

• Transactions between the owner and the
business are ignored for tax purposes
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Partnerships

• 2 or more owners

• “a syndicate, group, pool, joint venture, or
other unincorporated organization through or
by means of which any business, financial
operation, or venture is carried on, and which
is not . . . a corporation or a trust or estate”
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Partnerships

• Governed by Subchapter K of Chapter 1 of the
Internal Revenue Code

• Partnership files IRS Forms 1065 annually and
gives each partner a Schedule K-1

• Partnership generally not subject to taxation, but
its owners pay taxes on their distributive share of
the partnership’s income
– Exception 1: Publicly traded partnerships (PTPs)
– Exception 2: Underpayment assessment on audit
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Qualified Business Income

• Income from sole proprietorships and pass-
through entities (e.g., partnerships) may be
“qualified business income” (QBI), up to 20%
of which may be deductible

• Maximum individual tax rate = 37%
• If all income is QBI and no limitation applies,

effective tax rate reduced to 29.6%
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Qualified Business Income

• QBI generally does not include:
– Investment income (capital gain, dividends,

interest, etc.)
• But certain REIT dividends and PTP income are eligible

for deduction

– Employment income
– Guaranteed payments (partnerships) and

reasonable compensation (S corporations)
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Qualified Business Income
• If the taxpayer’s taxable income exceeds $207,500

($415,000 if married filing jointly):
– Income from a specified service trade or business is excluded

• Health, law, accounting, performing arts, consulting, athletics,
financial services, etc.

• NOT engineering or architecture
– QBI deduction is subject to the wage and capital limit

• Greater of (i) 50% of W-2 wages and (ii) 25% of W-2 wages plus 2.5%
of unadjusted basis of qualified property (generally, depreciable
tangible property)

• If the taxpayer’s taxable income is between $157,500
($315,000 if married filing jointly) and $207,500 ($415,000
if married filing jointly):
– Phase-in of the wage and capital limit
– Phase-out of the deductibility of specified service income
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C Corporations

• Corporations under state law
• Governed by Subchapter C of Chapter 1 of the

Internal Revenue Code
• Subject to corporate income tax – 21% of

corporation’s taxable income
– File IRS Forms 1120 annually

• Double taxation:
– No deduction for dividends
– Shareholders pay taxes on dividends they receive

(typically at capital gain rate of up to 20%)
– Maximum tax rate = 36.8%
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S Corporations

• Governed by Subchapter S of Chapter 1 of the
Internal Revenue Code

• Corporation may elect S corporation status by
filing IRS Form 2553 if eligible:
– 100 or fewer shareholders, all of whom must be U.S.

citizens or residents for tax purposes, certain estates
or trusts, certain pension plans, or 501(c)(3)
organizations

• No partnership, corporate or foreign owners
– 1 class of stock

• Exception: voting rights
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S Corporations v. Partnerships

• Like partnerships:
– File annual tax return (IRS Form 1120S) and give

owners Schedules K-1, but generally do not pay taxes
– Owners pay tax on their share of entity’s income
– Non-fixed income may be eligible for QBI deduction

• Unlike partnerships:
– Pro rata share, not distributive share
– Less useful for financings
– No self-employment taxes – employment taxes limited

to salary
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What about LLCs?
• LLCs, and other domestic entities besides

corporations (e.g., LPs, LLPs), are eligible
entities that may “check-the-box” on IRS Form
8832 to elect their tax status

• Default rules absent CTB election:
– 1 member = disregarded entity (DRE), like sole

proprietorship if individual owner
– 2 or more members = partnership

• If corporate status is elected, may be C
corporation or S corporation (if eligible)
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Why Pay Corporate Income Taxes?

• The price of being publicly traded

• Blocker for foreign and tax-exempt investors

• Avoid current taxation while profits are left in the
business
– Corporate rate now far less than individual rate

• Qualify for Section 1202 exclusion on exit

• Corporate rate + dividend tax may be less than
individual rate, particularly if QBI deduction is not
available 13

Capitalization

• Sole proprietorships/DREs – disregarded

• Partnerships – generally not taxable
– Exception: Disguised sales

• C and S corporations – generally not taxable
so long as 80% control requirement is met
– Exception: Boot
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Distributions
• Sole proprietorships/DREs – disregarded

• Partnerships and S corporations – not taxable so
long as distributions are not in excess of outside
basis
– But outside basis calculated differently with respect to

debt

• C corporations – taxable as dividends to the
extent of earnings & profits (E&P)
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Liquidation

• Sole proprietorships/DREs – disregarded

• Partnerships – generally only taxable to the
extent money in excess of outside basis is
distributed

• C and S corporations – stock is treated as being
sold, and distributions of appreciated property
are taxable
– This is why converting to an LLC is often costly
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Purchase and Sale Transactions
• Unless non-recognition provision applies (e.g.,

capitalization, liquidation of subsidiary
corporation, mergers and other reorganizations),
generally taxable

• Taxable gain (loss) = amount realized – basis
• When purchasing real estate and other business

assets, get “stepped-up basis”
– Reset depreciation and amortization deductions
– Land isn’t depreciable, but buildings, fixtures and

equipment are
– Goodwill amortizable over 15 years
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Stock Sale v. Asset Sale

• Why a seller would rather sell stock or
membership interests than assets:
– Transfer all liabilities of the business
– Avoid assignment of contracts and permits
– If C corporation, avoid double taxation

• If single buyer of all partnership interests, treated
as asset sale for buyer for tax purposes

• No step-up when buying stock
– Exception: 338 election in case of qualified stock

purchase
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338(h)(10) Elections

• When buying an S corporation stock, buyer
and seller may jointly make a “338(h)(10)”
election to treat the transaction as an asset
sale for tax purposes
– Buyer gets stepped-up basis
– Seller taxed on sale of assets

• This increases outside basis, so no additional tax on
liquidation

• Ordinary income v. capital gain and timing issues
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NJ Bulk Sale Act
• When buying business assets in bulk outside the

ordinary course of business, buyer must notify
the NJ Division of Taxation by filing Form C-9600
at least 10 days before closing

• State may demand that all or portion of sale
proceeds be escrowed and/or paid over to the
State to satisfy seller’s unpaid taxes

• If buyer doesn’t comply, buyer becomes joint and
severally liable for seller’s unpaid taxes
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NJ Bulk Sale Act
• Not just sales taxes – income taxes, employment

taxes, etc.
• What is a “bulk sale”?
• What is a “business asset”?

– Subsidiary stock
• Signed agreement requirement

– No simultaneous signing and closing
• Past due taxes v. not yet due taxes

– Seller can file Asset Transfer Tax Declaration (Form
TTD) to reduce escrow size

• Indemnity as alternative???
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